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I would like us to make arrangements for our hardworking core CIA Team to travel to Boston to examine the 

classified JFK and RFK records at the JFK Library during the week of June 17, if arrangements can be made with 

the Library and if our proposed review plan goes into effect. Depending on the extent to which we will 

computerize the project or that it otherwise makes sense, I would like to add Noelle to the delegation. I think 

that the final decision on that issue should come later. I believe that Mary and I (and perhaps one other) 

should go up on Monday to set things up, to be joined by the others on Tuesday.Mary--could you confirm with 

Will Johnson that the dates are okay? I have left him a message. He is not good about returning calls. Once we 

get a feel for whether CIA is on board, you should contact Nina Noring to see how she (or someone else at 

State) could fit into the project. I will try to put Stuart Aly into the loop a little later. Once this appears to be 

operational, we will need to send a letter to Michael Kennedy identifying the staff members who will be going 

and "requesting" his consent to our review.Tracy--could you make sure we have hotel and plane 

reservations?CIA Team--do you all want to go? If you need travel advances, please see Tracy.
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